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Abstract
The inductive bias of a neural network is largely determined by the architecture
and the training algorithm. To achieve good generalization, how to effectively
train a neural network is of great importance. We propose a novel orthogonal
over-parameterized training (OPT) framework that can provably minimize the hyperspherical energy which characterizes the diversity of neurons on a hypersphere.
By maintaining the minimum hyperspherical energy during training, OPT can
greatly improve the network generalization. Specifically, OPT fixes the randomly
initialized weights of the neurons and learns an orthogonal transformation that
applies to these neurons. We propose multiple ways to learn such an orthogonal
transformation, including unrolling orthogonalization algorithms, applying orthogonal parameterization, and designing orthogonality-preserving gradient descent.
Interestingly, OPT reveals that learning a proper coordinate system for neurons is
crucial to generalization and may be more important than learning specific relative
positions among neurons. We provide some insights on why OPT yields better
generalization. Extensive experiments validate the superiority of OPT.

1

Introduction

The inductive bias encoded in a neural network is generally determined by two major aspects: how
the neural network is structured (i.e., network architecture) and how the neural network is optimized
(i.e., training algorithm). For the same network architecture, using different training algorithms could
lead to a dramatic difference in generalization performance [30, 50] even if the training loss is already
close to zero, implying that different training procedures lead to different inductive biases. Therefore,
how to effectively train a neural network that can generalize well remains an open challenge.
Recent theories [16, 15, 28, 38, 15] suggest the importance
of over-parameterization in linear neural networks. For
example, [16] shows that optimizing an underdetermined
quadratic objective over a matrix M with gradient descent
on a factorization of M leads to an implicit regularization that may improve generalization. There is also strong
empirical evidence [10, 43] that over-parameterzing the
convolutional filters under some regularity is beneficial to
generalization. Our paper aims to leverage the power of
over-parameterization and explore more intrinsic structural
priors in order to train a well-performing neural network.
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Figure 1: Overview of OPT.

Motivated by this goal, we propose a generic orthogonal
over-parameterized training (OPT) framework for neural networks. Different from earlier methods,
OPT over-parameterizes a neuron w ∈ Rd with the multiplication of a learnable layer-shared orthogonal matrix R ∈ Rd×d and a fixed randomly initialized weight vector v ∈ Rd , and it follows that the
equivalent weight for the neuron is w = Rv. Once each element of the neuron weight v has been
randomly initialized by a zero-mean Gaussian distribution [19, 14], we fix them throughout the entire
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training process. Then OPT learns a layer-shared orthogonal transformation R that is applied to all
the neurons (in the same layer). An illustration of OPT is given in Fig. 1. In contrast to standard
neural training, OPT decomposes the neuron into two components: an orthogonal transformation R
that learns a proper coordinate system and a weight vector v that controls the specific position of the
neuron. Essentially, the weights {v1 , · · · , vn ∈ Rd } of different neurons in the same layer determine
the relative positions among these neurons, while the layer-shared orthogonal matrix R specifies the
coordinate system. This decoupled parameterization enables strong interpretability and flexibility.
Another motivation of OPT comes from an empirical observation [42, 40] that neural networks with
lower hyperspherical energy generalize better. Hyperspherical energy quantifies the diversity of
neurons on a hypersphere, and essentially characterizes the relative positions among neurons via this
form of diversity. [42] introduces hyperspherical energy as a regularization in the network but does
not guarantee the hyperspherical energy can be effectively minimized (due to the existence of data
fitting loss). To address this, we leverage the property of hyperspherical energy that it is independent
of the coordinate system in which the neurons live and only depends on their relative positions.
Specifically, we prove that, if we randomly initialize the neuron weight v with certain distributions,
these neurons are guaranteed to attain minimum hyperspherical energy in expectation. It follows that
OPT maintains the minimum energy during training by learning a coordinate system (i.e., layer-shared
orthogonal matrix) for the neurons. Therefore, OPT can well minimize the hyperspherical energy.
We consider several ways to learn the orthogonal transformation. First, we unroll different orthogonalization algorithms such as Gram-Schmidt process, Householder reflection and Löwdin’s symmetric
orthogonalization. Different unrolled algorithms yield different implicit regularizations to construct
the neuron weights. For example, symmetric orthogonalization guarantees that the new orthogonal
basis has the least distance in the Hilbert space from the original non-orthogonal basis. Second, we
consider to use a special parameterization (e.g.Cayley parameterization) to construct the orthogonal
matrix, which is more efficient in training. Third, we propose an orthogonal-preserving gradient
descent to ensure that the matrix R stays orthogonal after each gradient update. Last, we relax the
original optimization problem by making the orthogonality constraint a regularization for the matrix
R. Different ways of learning the orthogonal transformation may encode different inductive biases.
Moreover, we propose a refinement strategy to further reduce the hyperspherical energy for the
randomly initialized neuron weights {v, · · · , vn }. We directly minimize the hyperspherical energy
of these random weights as a preprocessing step before training them on actual data. Finally, we
provide some theoretical insights and discussions about why OPT may yield better generalization
than standard training. We summarize the main advantages of OPT as follows:
• OPT is a generic neural training framework with strong interpretability and flexibility. There are
many ways to learn the orthogonal transformation and each one imposes a unique inductive bias.
• OPT is the first training method where the hyperspherical energy is provably minimized, leading to
better empirical generalization. OPT reveals that learning a proper coordinate system is crucial to
generalization, and the relative neuron positions are well characterized by hyperspherical energy.
• There is no extra computational cost for OPT-trained neural networks in inference. It has the same
inference speed and model size as its standard counterpart. Our experiments also show that OPT
performs well on different neural networks [53, 20, 48, 32] and therefore is architecture-agnostic.

2

Related Work

Optimization for Deep Learning. A number of first-order optimization algorithms [47, 12, 31, 59,
66, 50] are proposed to improve the empirical convergence and generalization of neural networks.
Our work is in parallel with these optimization algorithms, since they can be easily applied to OPT.
Parameterization of Neurons. There are various ways to parameterize a neuron for different
applications. [10] over-parameterizes a 2D convolution kernel by combining a 2D kernel of the
same size and two additional 1D asymmetric kernels. The resulted convolution kernel has the same
effective parameters during testing but more parameters during training. [43] constructs a neuron
with a bilinear parameterization and regularizes the bilinear similarity matrix. [65] reparameterizes
the neuron matrix with an adaptive fastfood transform to compress model parameters. [25, 41, 60]
employ sparse and low-rank structures to construct convolution kernels for a efficient neural network.
Hyperspherical learning. [45, 44, 8] propose to learn representations on hypersphere and show that
the angular information in neural networks, in contrast to magnitude information, preserves the most
semantic meaning. [42] defines hyperspherical energy that quantifies the diversity of neurons on a
hypersphere and empirically shows that the minimum hyperspherical energy improves generalization.
2
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Orthogonal Over-Parameterized Training

3.1 General Framework
OPT parameterizes the neuron as the multiplication of an orthogonal matrix R ∈ Rd×d and a neuron
weight vector v ∈ Rd , and the equivalent neuron weight becomes w = Rv. The output ŷ of this
neuron can be represented by ŷ = (Rv)> x where x ∈ Rd is the input vector. In OPT, we fix the
randomly initialized neuron weight v and only learn the orthogonal matrix R. In contrast, the
standard neuron is directly formulated as ŷ = v > x, where the weight vector v is learned in training.
As an illustrative example, we consider a two-layer linear MLP with a loss function L (e.g., the least
2
squares loss: L(e
Specifically,
the learning objective of the standard training is

Pm1 , e2 ) = (e
P1n− e2 ) ).
min{vi ,ui ,∀i} j=1 L y, i=1 ui vi> xj , while differently, our OPT is formulated as
min

{R,ui ,∀i}

m
X

L y,

j=1

n
X

ui (Rvi )> xj



s.t. R> R = RR> = I

(1)

i=1

where vi ∈ Rd is the i-th neuron in the first layer, and u = {u1 , · · · , un } ∈ Rn is the output neuron
in the second layer. In OPT, each element of vi is usually sampled from a zero-mean Gaussian
distribution, and is fixed throughout the entire training process. In general, OPT learns an orthogonal
matrix that is applied to all the neurons instead of learning the individual neuron weight. Note that,
we usually do not apply OPT to neurons in the output layer (e.g., u in this MLP example, and the
final linear classifiers in CNNs), since it makes little sense to fix a set of random linear classifiers.
Therefore, the central problem is how to learn these layer-shared orthogonal matrices.
3.2

Hyperspherical Energy Perspective

We delve into OPT from the hyperspherical energy perspective. Following [42], the hyperspherical
Pn Pn
−1
energy of n neurons is defined as E(v̂i |ni=1 ) = i=1 j=1,j6=i kv̂i − v̂j k in which v̂i = kvvii k is
the i-th neuron weight projected onto the unit hypersphere Sd−1 = {v ∈ Rd | kvk = 1}. Hyperspherical
energy is used to characterize the diversity of n neurons on a unit hypersphere. Assume that we
have n neurons in one layer, and we have learned an orthogonal matrix R for these neurons. The
hyperspherical energy of these n OPT-trained neurons is given by
E(R̂v̂i |n
i=1 ) =

n
n
X
X

kRv̂i − Rv̂j k−1 =

i=1 j=1,j6=i

n
n
X
X

kv̂i − v̂j k−1 = E(v̂i |n
i=1 )

(2)

i=1 j=1,j6=i

which shows that the hyperspherical energy does not change in OPT. Moreover, [42] proves that
minimum hyperspherical energy corresponds to the uniform distribution over the hypersphere. As a
result, if the initialization of the neurons in the same layer follows the uniform distribution over the
hypersphere, then we can guarantee that the hyperspherical energy is minimal in a probabilistic sense.
Theorem 1. For the neuron h={h1 , · · · , hd } where hi , ∀i are initialized i.i.d. following a zero-mean
2
Gaussian
p distribution (i.e., hi ∼ N (0, σ )), the projections onto a unit hypersphere ĥ=h/khk where
2
khk= Σi hi are uniformly distributed on the unit hypersphere Sd−1 . The neurons with minimum
hyperspherical energy attained asymptotically approach to the uniform distribution on Sd−1 .
Theorem 1 implies that, if we initialize the neurons in the same layer with zero-mean Gaussians, the
corresponding expected hyperspherical energy is guaranteed to be small. It is because the neurons are
uniformly distributed on the unit hypersphere and hyperpsherical energy quantifies the uniformity on
the hypersphere in some sense. More importantly, prevailing neuron initializations such as [14] and
[19] are zero-mean Gaussian distribution. Therefore, our neurons naturally have low hyperspherical
energy from the beginning. Appendix K gives geometric properties of the random initialized neurons.
3.3 Unrolling Orthogonalization Algorithms
To learn the orthogonal transformation, we propose to unroll
classic orthogonalization algorithms and embed them into the
neural network such that the training is still end-to-end. We
need to make every step of the orthogonalization algorithm
differentiable, and the training flow is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Unrolled orthogonalization.

Gram-Schmidt Process. This method takes a linearly independent set and produces an orthogonal
set based on it. The Gram-Schmidt Process (GS) usually takes the following steps to orthogonalize
3

a set of vectors {u1 , · · · , un } ∈ Rn×n and obtain an orthogonal set {e1 , · · · , ei , · · · , en } ∈ Rn×n .
First, when i = 1, we have e1 = kẽẽ11 k where ẽ1 = u1 . Then, when n ≥ i ≥ 2, we have ei = kẽẽii k where
Pi−1
ẽi =ui − j=1 Projej (ui ). Projb (a) = ha,bi
hb,bi b is the projection operator. We can use modified GS for
numerical stability. For better orthogonality, we can unroll an iterative GS [23] with multiple steps.
>

uu
Householder Reflection. A Householder reflector is defined as H = I − 2 kuk
2 where u is perpendicular to the reflection hyperplane. In QR factorization, Householder reflection (HR) is used to
transform a (non-singular) square matrix into an orthogonal matrix and an upper triangular matrix. Given a matrix U = {u1 , · · · , un } ∈ Rn×n , we consider the first column vector u1 . We use
Householder reflector to transform u1 to e1 = {1, 0, · · · , 0}. Specifically, we construct H1 as

H1 = I − 2

(u1 − ku1 k e1 )(u1 − ku1 k e1 )>
ku1 − ku1 k e1 k2

(3)

which is orthogonal. The first column of H1 U becomes {ku1 k, 0, · · · , 0}. At the k-th step, we can
view the sub-matrix U(k:n,k:n) as a new U , and use the same procedure to construct the Householder
transformation H̃k ∈ R(n−k)×(n−k) . We construct the final Householder transformation as Hk =
Diag(Ik , H̃k ). Now we can gradually transform U to an upper triangular matrix with n Householder
reflections. Therefore, we have that Hn · · · H2 H1 U = R where R is the upper triangular matrix
(different from the matrix R in Fig. 2) and the obtained orthogonal set is Q> = Hn · · · H2 H1 .
Löwdin’s Symmetric Orthogonalization. Let the matrix U = {u1 , · · · , un } ∈ Rn×n be a given set
of linearly independent vectors in an n-dimensional space. A non-singular linear transformation A
can transform the basis U to an orthogonal basis R: R = U A. The matrix R will be orthogonal if
R> R = (U A)> U A = A> U > U A = A> M A = I

(4)

>

where M = U U is the Gram matrix of the given set U . We obtain a general solution to the
1
orthogonalization problem via the substitution: A = M − 2 B where B is an arbitrary unitary matrix.
1
The specific choice B = I gives the Löwdin’s symmetric orthogonalization (LS): R = U M − 2 . We
can analytically obtain the symmetric orthogonalization from the singular value decomposition:
U = W ΣV > . Then LS gives R = W V > as the orthogonal set for U . LS possesses a remarkable
property which the other orthogonalizations do not have. The orthogonal
set resembles the original
P
set in a nearest-neighbour sense. Specifically, LS guarantees that i kRi − Ui k2 (where Ri and Ui
are the i-th column of R and U , respectively) is minimized. Intuitively, LS indicates the gentlest
pushing of the directions of the vectors in order to get them orthogonal.
Discussion. These orthogonalization algorithms are fully differentiable and end-to-end trainable.
For better orthogonality, these algorithms can be used iteratively and we can unroll them with
multiple iterations. Empirically, one-step unrolling already works well. We have also considered
Givens rotations to construct the orthogonal matrix, but this requires traversing all lower triangular
elements in the original set U , which takes O(n2 ) complexity and is very costly. Interestingly, each
orthogonalization encodes a unique inductive bias for the resulting neurons by imposing implicit
regularizations (e.g., least distance in Hilbert space for LS). More details are given in Appendix A.
3.4 Orthogonal Parameterization
A convenient way to ensure orthogonality while learning the matrix R is to use a special parameterization that inherently guarantees orthogonality. The exponential parameterization use R = exp(W )
(where exp(·) denotes the matrix exponential) to represent an orthogonal matrix from a skewsymmetric matrix W . The Cayley parameterization (CP) is a Padé approximation of the exponential
parameterization, and is a more natural choice due to its simplicity. CP uses the following transform
to construct an orthogonal matrix R from a skew-symmetric matrix W : R = (I + W )(I − W )−1
where W = −W > . We note that CP only produces the orthogonal matrices with determinant 1,
which belong to the special orthogonal group and thus R ∈ SO(n). Specifically, it suffices to learn
the upper or lower triangular of the matrix W with unconstrained optimization to obtain a desired
orthogonal matrix R. Cayley parameterization does not cover the entire orthogonal group and is less
flexible in terms of representation power, which serves as a explicit regularization for the neurons.
3.5 Orthogonality-Preserving Gradient Descent
An alternative way to guarantee orthogonality is to modify the gradient update for the matrix R. The
idea is to initialize R with an arbitrary orthogonal matrix and then ensure each gradient update is to
4

apply an orthogonal transformation to R. It is essentially conducting gradient descent on the Stiefel
manifold [37, 61, 62, 35, 3, 21, 27]. Given a matrix U(0) ∈ Rn×n that is initialized as an orthogonal
matrix, we aim to construct an orthogonal transformation as the gradient update. We use the Cayley
transform to compute a parametric curve on the Stiefel manifold Ms = {U ∈ Rn×n : U > U = I} with
a specific metric via a skew-symmetric matrix W and use it as the update rule:
Y (λ) = (I −

λ
λ
W )−1 (I + W )U(i) , U(i+1) = Y (λ)
2
2

(5)

>
>
>
∇f (U(i) U(i)
) and W = Ŵ − Ŵ > . U(i) denotes the orwhere Ŵ = ∇f (U(i) )U(i)
− 21 U(i) (U(i)
thogonal matrix in the i-th iteration. ∇f (U(i) ) denotes the original gradient of the loss function w.r.t.
U(i) . We term this gradient update as orthogonal-preserving gradient descent (OGD). To reduce the
computational cost of the matrix inverse in Eq. (5), we use an iterative method [37] to approximate
the Cayley transform without matrix inverse. We arrive at the fixed-point iteration from Eq. (5):

λ

Y (λ) = U(i) +

2

W U(i) + Y (λ)

(6)

which converges to the closed-form Cayley transform with a rate of o(λ2+n ) (n is the iteration
number). In practice, we find that two iterations will suffice for a reasonable approximation accuracy.
3.6

Relaxation to Orthogonal Regularization

We consider relaxing the original optimization with an orthogonality constraint to an unconstrained
optimization with orthogonality regularization (OR). Specifically, we remove the orthogonality
constraint, and adopt an orthogonality regularization for R, i.e., kR> R − Ik2F . However, OR cannot
guarantee the energy stays unchanged. Taking Eq. (1) as an example, we change the objective to
m
n
X
X

>
>
2
L y,

min

R,ui ,∀i

j=1

ui (Rvi ) xj + βkR R − IkF

(7)

i=1

where β is a hyperparameter. This serves as an relaxation of the original OPT objective. Note that, OR
is imposed to R and is quite different from the existing orthogonal regularization on neurons [45, 4].
3.7

Refining the Random Initialization as Preprocessing

Minimizing hyperspherical energy before training. Because we randomly initialize the neurons
{v1 , · · · , vn }, there exists a variance that makes the hyperspherical energy deviate from the minima
even if the hyperspherical energy is minimal in a probabilistic sense. To further reduce the hyperspherical energy, we propose to refine the random initialization by minimizing its hyperspherical
energy as a preprocessing step before the OPT training. Specifically, before feeding these neurons to
OPT, we first minimize the hyperspherical energy of the initialized neurons with gradient descent
(without fitting the training data). Moreover, since the randomly initialized neurons cannot guarantee
to get rid of the collinearity redundancy as shown in [42] (i.e., two neurons are on the same line but
have opposite directions), we can perform the half-space hyperspherical energy minimization [42].
Normalizing the neurons. The norm of the randomly initialized neurons may have some influence
on OPT, serving a role similar to weighting the importance of different neurons. Moreover, the
norm makes the hyperspherical energy less expressive to characterize the diversity of neurons, as
discussed in Section 4.3. To address this, we propose to normalize the neuron weights such that the
weight of each neuron has the unit norm. Because the weights of the neurons {v1 , · · · , vn } are fixed
throughout the training process and OPT will not change the norm of the final neurons, we only need
to normalize the randomly initialized neuron weights as a preprocessing before the OPT training.
We have comprehensively evaluated both refinements in Section 5.3 and verified their effectiveness.
Moreover, we note that OPT still performs well even without these refinements.

4
4.1

Insights and Discussions
Optimization Landscape

We follow the practice of [36] to visualize the loss landscapes of both standard training and OPT
in Fig. 3. (First row: 3D loss landscape. Second row: loss contour line.) For standard training, we
perturb the parameter space of all the neurons (i.e., filters). For OPT, we perturb the parameter space
of all the orthogonal matrices, because OPT only learns the orthogonal matrices. The general idea is
to use two random vectors to perturb the parameter space and obtain the loss value with the perturbed
network parameters. More details and full results about the visualization are given in Appendix D,E.
5

Standard training

OPT

Standard training

(a) [0,1] Uniform Distribution Perturbation

OPT

(b) Normal Distribution Perturbation

Figure 3: Loss landscape visualization. Left figures are visualized using different distribution from right figures.

We use two different distribution to generate the perturbation: [0, 1] uniform distribution and normal
distribution. From Fig. 3(a), we can observe that the loss landscape of standard training is highly
non-smooth and non-convex with numerous local minima. In contrast, the loss landscape of OPT is
more smooth and convex with flatter minima, matching the finding that flat minimizers generalize
well [22, 7]. OPT presents a nicer landscape geometry that is easier for gradient descent to converge,
while the baseline shows more chaotic landscape. From Fig. 3(b), the loss landscape of standard
training has very sharp minima, while the landscape of OPT has much flatter minima and is also more
smooth. Moreover, the red region of standard training is very flat, potentially leading to very small
gradient. From the visualization with two different perturbation distributions, we can validate that the
loss landscape of OPT is consistently more convex and more smooth than standard training. More
importantly, the loss landscape comparison partially justifies why OPT yields better generalization.
After zooming in the landscape of standard training (high-resolution plots in Appendix D,E), we
find that the landscape becomes extremely sharp
and steep as we move towards the center. There
are also countless small local minima in the red
region, which makes the landscape full of bumps
and hollows. Additionally, we show the landscape of testing error on CIFAR-100 for both
Standard training
OPT
standard training and OPT in Fig. 4 (using normal distribution to generate perturbation). Full
Figure 4: Testing error landscape visualization.
results and details are described in Appendix E.
Compared to standard training, the testing error of OPT increases more slowly and smoothly while
the network parameter moves away from the center, indicating that the parameter space of OPT is
more robust to perturbations. Fig. 4 further justifies that OPT has better optimization landscape.
4.2

Optimization, Generalization and Inductive Bias

We give some theoretical discussions about why OPT may improve optimization and lead to better
generalization. On one hand, [64] proves that once a variant of the hyperspherical energy is small
enough (i.e., the neurons are diverse enough) in a one-hidden-layer neural network, the training loss
is on the order of the square norm of the gradient and the generalization error will have an additional
√
term Õ(1/ m) where m is the number of samples. This suggests that SGD-optimized networks
with minimum hyperspherical energy (MHE) attained have no spurious local minima. Since OPT
guarantees that MHE can be achieved in expectation, OPT-trained networks also enjoy the same
theoretical properties. On the other hand, [28, 1, 11, 38, 16] shows that over-parameterization in
neural networks can improve the first-order optimization, lead to better generalization, and may
impose some implicit regularizations. In the light of this, OPT also introduces over-parameterization
in each neuron in the neural network. It can be viewed as a form of local over-parameterization
that shares similar spirit with [39]. Specifically, one d-dimensional neuron has d2 + d parameters in
6

OPT, compared to d parameters in the baseline (d2 parameters are shared across neurons of the same
layer). Although OPT uses more parameters to represent a neuron in training, the equivalent number
of parameters for a neuron does not change and therefore will affect inference speed once being
trained. We further argue that MHE is an effective inductive bias for neural networks that leads to
better generalization. As a provable and feasible way to achieve MHE, OPT is particularly useful in
practice. Although [42] demonstrates that MHE empirically performs well, why lower hyperspherical
energy improves generalization is not fully understood in theory, which remains our future work.
4.3 Discussions
Semi-randomness. OPT fixes the randomly initialized neuron weight vectors and simply learns
layer-shared orthogonal matrices, so OPT naturally imposes strong randomness to the neurons. OPT
well combines the good generalizability from randomness and the strong approximation power from
neural networks. [29, 49, 57] also show that randomness can be beneficial to generalization.
Coordinate system and relative position. OPT shows that learning the coordinate system yields
better generalization than learning neuron weights directly. This implies that the coordinate system is
crucial to generalization. However, the relative position does not matter only when the hyperspherical
energy is sufficiently low, indicating that hyperspherical energy well characterizes the relative
positions among neurons. Lower hyperspherical energy generally leads to better generalization.
The effects of neuron norm. Because we will normalize the neuron norm when computing the
hyperspherical energy, the effects of neuron norm will not be taken into consideration. Moreover,
simply learning the orthogonal matrices will not change the neuron norm. Therefore, the neuron
norm will inevitably affect the trained neural network. We use an extreme case as an example to
demonstrate the effects. Assume we have N neurons. One of the neurons have norm 1000 and the
other neurons have norm 0.01. Then no matter what orthogonal matrices we have learned, the final
performance is doomed to be bad. In this case, the hyperspherical energy can still be minimized to
a very low value, but it can not capture the norm distribution. Fortunately, such an extreme case is
highly unlikely to happen. We are using zero-mean Gaussian distribution to initialize each element of
the neuron, and the vector norm will follow a variant of the chi distribution. Therefore every neuron
also has the same expected value for the norm, indicating that all neurons have similar norm. In order
to completely eliminate the effects of norms, we consider to normalize the neuron weights before the
training of the neural network (as a preprocessing step), which has been proposed in Section 3.7.

5

Experiments and Results

We aim to show the generalization gain of OPT in multi-layer perceptrons, convolutional neural
networks, graph neural networks, and point cloud networks. Experimental details are in Appendix C.
5.1

Ablation Study and Exploratory Experiment

Method FN LR CNN-6 CNN-9
Necessity of orthogonality. We study whether the orthogonality is
necessary for OPT. We use both 6-layer CNN and 9-layer CNN (spec- Baseline - - 37.59 33.55
UPT
N
U
48.47
46.72
ified in Appendix C) on CIFAR-100. We compare OPT with a baseline
UPT
Y
U
42.61
39.38
OPT
N GS
37.24
32.95
with the same network architecture that learns an unconstrained maOPT
Y GS
33.02
31.03
trix R with only weight decay regularization. We term this baseline
Table 1: Error (%) on C-100.
as unconstrained over-parameterized training (UPT). “FN” in Table 1
denotes whether the randomly initialized neuron weights are fixed throughout the training (“Y” for
yes and “N” for no). “LR” denotes whether the learnable transformation R is unconstrained (“U”)
or orthogonal (“GS” for Gram-Schmidt process). The results in Table 1 show that without ensuring
orthogonality, UPT performs much worse than OPT that unrolls the Gram-Schmidt process.
Fixed weights vs. learnable weights. From Table 1, we can see that using fixed neuron weights is
consistently better than learnable neuron weights in both UPT and OPT. It indicates that fixing the
neuron weights while learning the transformation matrix R is very beneficial to generalization.
High vs. low hyperspherical energy. We empirically verify that high hyMean
Energy
Error (%)
0
3.5109
32.49
perspherical energy corresponds to inferior generalization performance. To
1e-3
3.5117
33.11
initialize neurons with high hyperspherical energy, we use a random initial1e-2
3.5160
39.51
2e-2
3.5531
53.89
ization with mean equal to 1e − 3, 1e − 2, 2e − 2, 3e − 2 and 5e − 2. We use
3e-2
3.6761
N/C
CNN-6 to conduct experiments on CIFAR-100. The results in Table 2 (“N/C”
5e-2
4.2776
N/C
denotes not converged) show that the network with higher hyperspherical Table 2: Initial energy.
energy is more difficult to converge. Moreover, we find that if the hyperspherical energy is larger than a certain value, then the network cannot converge at all. Note that, when the
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hyperspherical energy is small (near the minima), a little change in hyperspherical energy (e.g., from
3.5109 to 3.5160) can lead to dramatic generalization gap (e.g., from 32.49% error rate to 39.51%).
As expected, one can also observe that higher hyperspherical energy leads to worse generalization.
5.2 Multi-Layer Perceptrons
Method
Normal
Xavier
We evaluate all OPT variants on MNIST with a 3-layer MLP. Appendix C
Baseline
6.05
2.14
gives specific settings. Table 3 shows the testing error with normal iniOPT (GS)
5.11
1.45
tialization or Xavier initialization [14]. OPT (GS/HR/LS) are OPT with
OPT (HR)
5.31
1.60
OPT (LS)
5.32
1.54
unrolled orthogonalization algorithms. OPT (CP) denotes OPT with CayOPT (CP)
5.14
1.49
ley parameterization. OPT (OGD) is OPT with orthogonal-preserving
OPT (OGD)
5.38
1.56
OPT (OR)
5.41
1.78
gradient descent. OPT (OR) denotes OPT with relaxed orthogonal regularization. All OPT variants outperform the baseline by a large margin. Table 3: Err. (%) on MNIST.
5.3 Convolutional Neural Networks
OPT variants. All the OPT variants are evaluated with a plain 6-layer
Method
CNN-6
CNN-9
Baseline
37.59
33.55
CNN and a plain 9-layer CNN on CIFAR-100. Detailed network archiHS-MHE
34.97
32.87
tectures are given in Appendix C. All the neurons are initialized by [19].
OPT (GS)
33.02
31.03
OPT (HR)
35.67
32.75
Batch normalization [24] is used by default. Table 4 shows that nearly
OPT (LS)
34.48
31.22
all OPT variants consistently outperform both baseline and the HS-MHE
OPT (CP)
33.53
31.28
OPT
(OGD)
33.33
31.47
regularization [42] by a significant margin. HS-MHE puts the half-space
OPT (OR)
34.70
32.63
hyperspherical energy into the loss function and naively minimizes it Table 4: Err. (%) on C-100.
with stochastic gradients. From the results, we observe that OPT (HR)
performs the worse among all OPT variants. In contrast, OPT (GS) achieves the best testing error,
implying that Gram-Schmidt process imposes a suitable inductive bias for CNNs on CIFAR-100.
Training without batch normalization. We further evaluate how OPT performs without batch normalization (BN). In specific, we use CNN-6 as our
backbone network and test on CIFAR-100. From Table 5, one can observe
that all OPT variants again outperform both the baseline and HS-MHE [42],
validating that OPT is robust and can work reasonably well even without batch
normalization. Among all the OPT variants, Cayley parameterization achieves
the best testing error with approximately 4% lower than the standard training.

Method

Error (%)

Baseline
HS-MHE
OPT (GS)
OPT (HR)
OPT (LS)
OPT (CP)
OPT (OGD)
OPT (OR)

38.95
36.90
35.61
37.51
35.83
34.88
35.38
N/C

Table 5: No BN.

Training dynamics. We also look
into how hyperspherical energy and
testing error changes while training
with OPT. For hyperspherical energy,
we can see from Fig. 5 that the hyperspherical energy of the baseline
will increase dramatically at the beginning and then gradually go down,
but it still stays in a high value in the Figure 5: Training dynamics on CIFAR-100. Left: Hyperspherical
end. MHE can effectively reduce the energy vs. iteration. Right: Testing error vs. iteration.
hyperspherical energy at the end of
the training. In contrast, all OPT variants maintains minimal hyperspherical energy from the beginning. OPT (GS) and OPT (CP) keep exactly the same hyperspherical energy as the randomly
initialized neurons, while OPT (OR) slightly increases the hyperspherical energy due to relaxation.
For testing error, all OPT variants converge stably and their final accuracies outperform the others.
104

104

Refining neuron initialization. We also evaluate two refinement
Method Original MHE HS-MHE
methods (introduced in Section 3.7) for the neuron initialization. To OPT (GS) 33.02 32.99 32.78
start with, we consider the hyperspherical energy minimization as OPT (LS) 34.48 34.43 34.37
OPT (CP) 33.53
33.50
33.42
a preprocessing for the neuron weights. We conduct the experiment
Energy
3.5109 3.5003 3.4976
using CNN-6 on CIFAR-100. Specifically, we run a gradient descent Table 6: Refining energy for OPT.
for 5k iterations to minimize the hyperspherical energy of the neuron
weights before the training gets started. We also compute the hyperspherical energy (before the
training starts and after the preprocessing of energy minimization) in Table 6. All the methods start
with the same random initialization (i.e., the same random seed), so all the hyperspherical energy
starts at 3.5109. After the neuron preprocessing, we have the energy of 3.5003 if we use the MHE as
the preprocessing objective and 3.4976 if using the half-space MHE objective. Table 6 shows that
this refinement can effectively improve the performance of OPT and further reduce the testing error.
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Then we experiment the neuron weight normalization in OPT. NormalMethod
w/o Norm w/ Norm
ized neurons make a lot of senses in OPT because the scale of randomly
Baseline
37.59
36.05
OPT (GS)
33.02
32.54
initialized weights does not have any useful property. After randomly
OPT (HR)
35.67
35.30
initializing the neurons, we directly normalize the scale of the weights
OPT (LS)
34.48
32.11
OPT (CP)
33.53
32.49
to 1. These randomly initialized neurons still possess the important
(OGD)
33.37
32.70
property of achieving minimum hyperspherical energy. Specifically, OPT
OPT (OR)
34.70
33.27
we use CNN-6 to perform classification on CIFAR-100. The results in
Table
7:
Normalized
neurons.
Table 7 show that normalizing the neurons can greatly improve OPT.
OPT for ResNet. To show that OPT is agnostic to different CNN
architectures, we perform classification experiments on CIFAR-100
with both ResNet-20 and ResNet-32 [20]. We use OPT (GS) and
OPT (CP) to train ResNet-20 and ResNet-32. Table 8 show that OPT
achieves consistent improvements on ResNet compared to the baseline.

Method
Baseline
OPT (GS)
OPT (CP)

ResNet-20 ResNet-32
31.11
30.73
30.47

30.16
29.56
29.31

Table 8: ResNets (%).

Method Top-1 Err. Top-5 Err.
ImageNet. We test OPT on the large-scale ImageNet-2012 dataset.
Baseline
44.32
21.13
Specifically, we use a GPU memory-efficient OPT (CP) to train a plain
OPT (CP)
43.67
20.26
10-layer CNN (Appendix C) on ImageNet. Our purpose is to validate
Table 9: ImageNet (%).
the superiority of OPT over the corresponding baseline. Table 9 shows
that OPT (CP) achieves ∼ 0.7% and ∼ 0.9% improvements on top-1 and top-5 error, respectively.

Few-shot learning. To evaluate the cross-task generalization of OPT,
we conduct few-shot learning on Mini-ImageNet, following the same
experimental setting as [9]. More detailed experimental settings are
provided in Appendix C. Specifically, we apply OPT with CP to train
both the baseline and baseline++ described in [9], and immediately
obtain obvious improvements. Therefore, OPT-trained neural nets
can generalize well in the challenging few-shot recognition task.

Method

5-shot Acc. (%)

MAML [13]
ProtoNet [55]
Baseline [9]
Baseline w/ OPT
Baseline++ [9]
Baseline++ w/ OPT

62.71 ± 0.71
64.24 ± 0.72
62.53 ± 0.69
63.27 ± 0.68
66.43 ±0.63
66.82 ± 0.62

Table 10: Few-shot learning.

5.4 Graph Neural Networks
We also test OPT with graph convolution networks [32] for graph node
Method
Cora Pubmed
classification. For fairness, we use the same implementation and hyperGCN Baseline 81.3
79.0
OPT (CP)
82.0
79.4
parameters as [32]. Training a GCN with OPT is not that straightforward.
OPT (OGD)
82.3
79.5
Specifically, the forward model of GCN is Z = Softmax Â · ReLU(Â ·

Table
11:
Graph
networks.
1
1
X · W0 ) · W1 where Â = D̃ 2 ÃD̃ 2 . We note that A is the adjacency
P
matrix of the graph, Ã = A + I (I is an identity matrix), and D̃ = j Ãij . X ∈ Rn×d is the feature
matrix of n nodes in the graph (feature dimension is d). W1 is the weights of the classifiers. W1 is
the weights of the classifiers. W0 is the weight matrix of size d × h where h is the dimension of the
hidden space. We treat each column vector of W0 as a neuron, so there are h neurons in total. Then
we apply OPT to train these h neurons of dimension d in GCN. We conduct experiments on Cora
and Pubmed datsets [52]. We aim to verify the effectiveness of OPT on GCN instead of achieving
state-of-the-art performance on this task. Table 11 show a reasonable improvement achieved by OPT,
validating OPT’s universality of training different types of neural networks on different modalities.
5.5 Point Cloud Neural Networks
We further test OPT on PointNet [48], a type of neural network that takes
Method
Acc. (%)
raw point clouds as input and classify them based on semantics. To simplify
PointNet Baseline
87.1
OPT (GS)
87.23
the comparison and remove all the bells and whistles, we use a vanilla
OPT (CP)
87.86
PointNet (without T-Net) as our backbone network. We apply OPT to train
Table 12: PointNets.
the MLPs in PointNet. We follow the same experimental settings as [48]
and evaluate on the ModelNet-40 dataset [63]. From Table 12, we can observe that OPT achieves
better accuracy than the PointNet baseline, and OPT (CP) achieves nearly 0.8% improvement. It is in
fact significant because we do not add any additional parameters to the network. The improvement
on PointNet further validates that OPT is a generic and effective training framework.

6

Concluding Remarks

This paper proposes a novel training framework for neural networks. OPT over-parameterizes neurons
with neuron weights (randomly initialized and fixed) and a layer-shared orthogonal matrix (learnable).
OPT provably achieves minimum hyperspherical energy and maintains the energy during training.
We give theoretical insights and extensive empirical evidences to validate OPT’s superiority.
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Broader Impact
This paper proposes a fundamental and generic training framework for neural networks, and shows
that this framework can be applied to various different neural networks and perform well.
a) This research could potentially benefit both theoreticians and practitioners in deep learning. For
practitioners, this work is an off-the-shelf effective method to train well-performing neural networks.
For theoreticians, this work casts a different view on justifying the generalization of deep neural
networks, and most importantly, provides many open questions to study.
b) Since this is a fundamental method for training neural networks, it is difficult to imagine its
negative issues on ethical aspects and negative future societal consequence.
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Appendix
A
A.1

Details of Unrolled Orthogoanlization Algorithms
Gram-Schmidt Process

Gram-Schmidt Process. GS process is a method for orthonormalizing a set of vectors in an inner
product space, i.e., the Euclidean space Rn equipped with the standard inner product. Specifically, GS
process performs the following operations to orthogonalize a set of vectors {u1 , · · · , un } ∈ Rn×n :
Step 1: ẽ1 = u1 , e1 =

ẽ1
kẽ1 k

Step 2: ẽ2 = u2 − Projẽ1 (u2 ), e2 =

ẽ2
kẽ2 k

Step 3: ẽ3 = u3 − Projẽ1 (u3 ) − Projẽ2 (u3 ), e3 =

ẽ3
kẽ3 k

Step 4: ẽ4 = u4 − Projẽ1 (u4 ) − Projẽ2 (u4 ) − Projẽ3 (u4 ), e4 =

ẽ4
kẽ4 k

..
.
ẽn
kẽn k
(8)
ha,bi
where Proja (b) = ha,ai
a denotes the projection of the vector b onto the vector a. The set
{e1 , e2 , · · · , en } denotes the output orthonormal set. The algorithm flowchart can be described as
follows:
Step n: ẽn = un − Projẽ1 (un ) − Projẽ2 (un ) − Projẽ3 (un ) − · · · − Projẽn−1 (un ), en =

Algorithm 1 Gram-Schmidt Process
Input: U = {u1 , u2 , · · · , un } ∈ Rn×n
Output: R = {e1 , e2 , · · · , en } ∈ Rn×n
R=0
for j = 1, 2, · · · , n do
qj = R> uj
t = uj − Rqj
qjj = ktk2
ej = qtjj
end
The vectors qj , ∀j in the algorithm above are used to compute the QR factorization, which is not
useful in orthogonalization and therefore does not need to be stored. When the GS process is
implemented on a finite-precision computer, the vectors ej , ∀j are often not quite orthogonal, because
of rounding errors. Besides the standard GS process, there is a modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS)
algorithm which enjoys better numerical stability. This approach gives the same result as the original
formula in exact arithmetic and introduces smaller errors in finite-precision arithmetic. Specifically,
GS computes the following formula:
ẽj = uj −

j−1
X
k=1

Projẽk (uj )
(9)

ẽj
ej =
kẽj k
Instead of computing the vector ej as in Eq. (9), MGS computes the orthogonal basis differently.
MGS does not subtract the projections of the original vector set, and instead remove the projection
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of the previously constructed orthogonal basis. Specifically, MGS computes the following series of
formulas:
(1)
ẽj = uj − Projẽ1 (uj )
(2)

ẽj

(1)

(1)

= ẽj − Projẽ2 (ẽj )

..
.
(j−2)

= ẽj

(j−1)

= ẽj

ẽj

ẽj

ej =

(j−3)

)

(j−2)

)

(j−3)

− Projẽ2 (ẽj

(j−2)

− Projẽ2 (ẽj

(10)

(j−1)
ẽj
(j−1)
ẽj

(i)

(i−1)

where each step finds a vector ẽj that is orthogonal to ẽj

(i)

. Therefore, ẽj is also orthogonalized

(i−1)

against any errors brought by the computation of ẽj
. In practice, although MGS enjoys better
numerical stability, we find the empirical performance of GS and MGS is almost the same in OPT.
However, MGS takes longer time to complete since the computation of each orthogonal basis is an
iterative process. Therefore, we usually stick to classic GS for OPT.
Iterative Gram-Schmidt Process. Iterative Gram-Schmidt (IGS) process is an iterative version of
the GS process. It is shown in [23] that GS process can be carried out iteratively to obtain a basis
matrix that is orthogonal in almost full working precision. The IGS algorithm is given as follows:
Algorithm 2 Iterative Gram-Schmidt Process
Input: U = {u1 , u2 , · · · , un } ∈ Rn×n
Output: R = {e1 , e2 , · · · , en } ∈ Rn×n
R=0
for j = 1, 2, · · · , n do
qj = 0
t = uj
while t ⊥ span(e1 , · · · , ej−1 ) is False do
p=t
s = R> p
v = Rs
t=p−v
qj ← qj + s
end
qjj = ktk2
ej = qtjj
end
The vectors qj , ∀j in the algorithm above are used to compute the QR factorization, which is not
useful in orthogonalization and therefore does not need to be explicitly computed. The while loop in
IGS is an iterative procedure. In practice, we can unroll a fixed number of steps for the while loop in
order to improve the orthogonality. The resulting qj in the j-th step corresponds to the solution of
the equation R̃> R̃qj = R̃> uj where R̃ = {e1 , · · · , ej−1 }. The IGS process corresponds to the
Gauss-Jacobi iteration for solving this equation.
Both GS and IGS are easy to be embedded in the neural networks, since they are both differentiable.
In our experiments, we find that the performance gain of unrolling multiple steps in IGS over GS is
not very obvious (partially because GS has already achieved nearly perfect orthogonality), but IGS
costs longer training time. Therefore, we unroll the classic GS process by default.
A.2

Householder Reflection

Let v ∈ Rn be a non-zero vector. A matrix H ∈ Rn×n of the form
2vv >
H=I− >
v v
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(11)

is a Householder reflection. The vector v is the Householder vector. If a vector x is multiplied by the
matrix H, then it will be reflected in the hyperplane span(v)⊥ . Householder matrices are symmetric
and orthogonal.
For a vector x ∈ Rn , we let v = x ± kxk2 e1 where e1 is a vector of {1, 0, · · · , 0} (the first element
is 1 and the remaining elements are 0). Then we construct the Householder reflection matrix with v
and multiply it to x:


vv >
Hx = I − 2 >
x = ∓ kxk2 e1
(12)
v v
which indicates that we can make any non-zero vector become αe1 where α is some constant by
using Householder reflection. By left-multiplying a reflection we can turn a dense vector x into a
vector with the same length and with only a single nonzero entry. Repeating this n times gives us
the Householder QR factorization, which also orthogonalizes the original input matrix. Householder
reflection orthogonalizes a matrix U = {u1 , · · · , un } by triangularizing it:
U = H1 H2 · · · Hn R
(13)
where R is a upper-triangular matrix in the QR factorization. Hj , j ≥ 2 is constructed by
Diag(Ij−1 , H̃n−j+1 ) where H̃n−j+1 ∈ R(n−j+1)×(n−j+1) is the Householder reflection that is
performed on the vector U(j:n,j) . The algorithm flowchart is given as follows:
Algorithm 3 Householder Reflection Orthogonalization
Input: U = {u1 , u2 , · · · , un } ∈ Rn×n
Output: U = QR, where Q = {e1 , e2 , · · · , en } ∈ Rn×n is the
orthogonal matrix and R ∈ Rn×n is a upper triangular
matrix
for j = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1 do
{v, β} = Householder(Uj:n,j )
Uj:n,j:n ← Uj:n,j:n − βv(v > Uj:n,j:n )
Uj+1:n,j ← v(2:end)
end
function {v, β} = Householder(x)
2
σ 2 = kx2:endk2
1
v←
x2:end
if σ 2 = 0 then
β=0
else
if x1 ≤ 0 then p
v1 = x1 − x21 + σ 2
else
σ2
p
v1 = −
x1 + x21 + σ 2
end
2v 2

1
β = σ2 +v
2
1
v
v ← v1
end
end function

The algorithm follows the Matlab notation where Uj:n,j:n denotes the submatrix of U from the j-th
column to the n-th column and from the j-th row to the n-th row. Note that, there are a number of
variants for the Householder reflection orthogonalization, such as the implicit variant where we do
not store each reflection Hj explicitly. Here Q is the final orthogonal matrix we need.
A.3

Löwdin’s Symmetric Orthogonalization

Let U = {u1 , u2 , · · · , un } be a set of linearly independent vectors in a n-dimensional space. We
define a general non-singular linear transformation A that can transform the basis U to a new basis
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R:
R = UA
(14)
where the basis R will be orthonormal if (the transpose will become conjugate transpose in complex
space)
R> R = (U A)> (U A) = A> U > U A = A> M A = I
(15)
where M = U > U is the gram matrix of the given basis U .
A general solution to this orthogonalization problem can be obtained via the substitution:
A = M −1 B

(16)

in which B is an arbitrary orthogonal (or unitary) matrix. When B = I, we will have the symmetric
orthogonalization, namely
1
(17)
R := Φ = U M − 2
When B = V in which V diagonalizes M , then we have the canonical orthogonalization, namely
1

Λ = U V d− 2 .

(18)
− 12

Because V diagonalizes M , we have that M = V dV > . Therefore, we have the M
transfor1
1
mation as M − 2 = V d− 2 V > . This is essentially an eigenvalue decomposition of the symmetric
matrix M = U > U .
In order to compute the Löwdin’s symmetric orthogonalized basis sets, we can use singular value
decomposition. Specifically, SVD of the original basis set U is given by
U = W ΣV >

(19)

where both W ∈ Rn×n and U ∈ Rn×n are orthogonal matrices. Σ is the diagonal matrix of singular
values. Therefore, we have that
1

R = UM−2
1

= W ΣV > V d− 2 V >
= W Σd

− 21

(20)

V>

1

where we have Σ = d 2 due to the connections between eigenvalue decomposition and SVD.
Therefore, we end up with
R = WV >
(21)
which is the output orthogonal matrix for Löwdin’s symmetric orthogonalization.
An interesting feature of the symmetric orthogonalization is to ensure that
X
R = arg min
kPi − Ui k
P ∈orth(U )

(22)

i

where Pi and Ui are the i-th column vectors of P ∈ Rn×n and U , respectively. orth(U ) denotes the
set of all possible orthonormal sets in the range of U . This means that the symmetric orthogonalization
functions Ri (or Φi ) are the least distant in the Hilbert space from the original functions Ui . Therefore,
symmetric orthogonalization indicates the gentlest pushing of the directions of the vectors in order to
make them orthogonal.
More interestingly, the symmetric orthogonalized basis sets has unique geometric properties [58, 2]
if we consider the Schweinler-Wigner matrix in terms of the sum of squared projections.
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B

Proof of Theorem 1

To be more specific, neurons with each element initialized by a zero-mean Gaussian distribution are
uniformly distributed on a hypersphere. We show this argument with the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The normalized vector of Gaussian variables is uniformly distributed on the sphere.
Formally, let x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ∼ N (0, 1) and be independent. Then the vector


x1 x2
xn
(23)
x=
, ,··· ,
z z
z
p
follows the uniform distribution on Sn−1 , where z = x21 + x22 + · · · + x2n is a normalization factor.
Proof. A random variable has distribution N (0, 1) if it has the density function
1 2
1
f (x) = √ e− 2 x .
2π

(24)

A n-dimensional random vector x has distribution N (0, 1) if the components are independent and
have distribution N (0, 1) each. Then the density of x is given by
1
1
f (x) = √
e− 2 hx,xi .
n
( 2π)

(25)

Then we introduce the following lemma (Lemma 1) about the orthogonal-invariance of the normal
distribution.
Lemma 1. Let x be a n-dimensional random vector with distribution N (0, 1) and U ∈ Rn×n be an
orthogonal matrix (U U > = U > U = I). Then Y = U x also has the distribution of N (0, 1).
Proof. For any measurable set A ⊂ Rn , we have that
P (Y ∈ A) = P (X ∈ U > A)
Z
1
1
√
e− 2 hx,xi
=
n
U > A ( 2π)
Z
1
1
√
=
e− 2 hU x,U xi
n
A ( 2π)
Z
1
1
√
e− 2 hx,xi
=
n
A ( 2π)

(26)

because of orthogonality of U . Therefore the lemma holds.
Because any rotation is just a multiplication with some orthogonal matrix, we know that normally
distributed random vectors are invariant to rotation. As a result, generating x ∈ Rn with distribution
x
N(0, 1) and then projecting it onto the hypersphere Sn−1 produces random vectors U = kxk
that are
uniformly distributed on the hypersphere. Therefore the theorem holds.
Then we show the normalized vector y where each element follows a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
with some constant variance σ 2 :


y1 y2
yn
y=
, ,··· ,
(27)
r r
r
p
where r = y12 + y22 + · · · + yn2 . Because we have that yσi ∼ N (0, 1), we can rewrite y as the
following random vector:


y1 /σ y2 /σ
yn /σ
y=
,
,··· ,
(28)
r/σ r/σ
r/σ
p
where r/σ = (y1 /σ)2 + (y2 /σ)2 + · · · + (yn /σ)2 . Therefore, we directly can apply Theorem 2
and conclude that y also follows the uniform distribution on Sn−1 . Now we obtain that any random
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vector with each element following a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with some constant variance
follows the uniform distribution on Sn−1 .
Then we show that the minimum hyperspherical energy asymptotically corresponds to the uniform
distribution over the unit hypersphere. We first write down the hyperspherical energy of N neurons
wi
∈ Sd ):
{w1 , · · · , wN ∈ Rd+1 } (we also define that ŵi = kw
ik
( P
N
N
−s
X
X

kŵi − ŵj k , s > 0
N
Pi6=j
Es,d (ŵi |i=1 ) =
fs kŵi − ŵj k =
(29)
−1 
, s=0
i6=j log kŵi − ŵj k
i=1
j=1,j6=i

where s is a hyperparameter that controls the behavior of hyperspherical energy. We then define a
N -point minimal hyperspherical s-energy over A with
εs,d (A, ŴN ) :=

inf
ŴN ⊂A

Es,d (ŵi |N
i=1 )

(30)

where we denote that ŴN = {ŵ1 , · · · , ŵN }. Typically, we will assume that A is compact. Based on
[18], we discuss the asymptotic behavior (as N → ∞) of εs,d (A, ŴN ) in three different scenarios:
(1) 0 < s < d; (2) s = d; and s > d. The reason behind is the behavior of the following energy
integral:
ZZ
Is (µ) =
ku − vk−s dµ(u)dµ(v),
(31)
Sd ×Sd

is quite different under these three scenarios. In scenario (1), Eq. (31) that is taken over all probability
H (·)|
measures µ supported on S d will be minimal for normalized Lebesgue measure Hdd (SdS)d on Sd . In
the case of s ≥ d, we will have that Is (µ) is positive infinity for all such measures µ. Therefore, the
behaviour of the minimum hyperspherical energy is different in these three cases. In general, as the
parameter s increases, there is a transition from the global effects to the more local influences (from
nearest neighbors). The transition happens when s = d. However, we typically have 0 < s < d
in the neural networks. Therefore, we will mostly study the case of 0 < s < d and the theoretical
asymptotic behavior is quite standard results from the potential theory [33]. From the classic potential
theory, we have the following known lemma:
Lemma 2. If 0 < s < d, we have that


εs,d (S d , ŴN )
Hd (·)|Sd
= Is
lim
N →∞
N2
Hd (Sd )

(32)

d
Moreover, any sequence of s-energy configuration of minimal hyperspherical energy ((ŴN∗ )∞
2 ⊂S )
is asymptotically uniformly distributed in the sense that for the weak-star topology of measures,
1 X
Hd (·)|Sd
δv →
as N → ∞
(33)
N
Hd (Sd )
∗
v∈ŴN

where δv denotes the unit point mass at v.
The lemma above concludes that the neuron configuration with minimal hyperspherical energy
asymptotically corresponds to the uniform distribution on Sd when 0 < s < d. From [18], we also
have the following lemma that shows the same conclusion holds for the the case of s = d and s > d:
Lemma 3. Let B d := B̄(0, 1) denote the closed unit ball in Rd . For the case of s = d, we have that
)
εs,d (S d , ŴN )
Hd (B d )
1 Γ( d+1
=
=
√ 2d
2
d
N →∞
N log N
Hd (S )
d πΓ( 2 )
lim

(34)

and any sequence (ŴN∗ ) ⊂ Sd of minimal s-energy configurations satisfies Eq. (33).
The lemma above shows that the same conclusion holds for s = d. For the case of s > d, the
theoretical analysis is more involved, but the conclusion that the neuron configuration with minimal
hyperspherical energy asymptotically corresponds to the uniform distribution on Sd still holds. Note
that, we usually will not have the case of s > d in our applications.
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C

Experimental Settings
Layer

CNN-6 (CIFAR-100)

Conv1.x

[3×3, 64]×2

Pool1
Conv2.x
Pool2
Conv3.x
Pool3
Fully Connected

[3×3, 64]×2
[3×3, 64]×2
64

CNN-9 (CIFAR-100)

CNN-10 (ImageNet-2012)

[7×7, 64], Stride 2
3×3, Max Pooling, Stride 2
[3×3, 64]×3
2×2 Max Pooling, Stride 2
[3×3, 64]×3
[3×3, 128]×3
2×2 Max Pooling, Stride 2
[3×3, 64]×3
[3×3, 256]×3
2×2 Max Pooling, Stride 2
64
256
[3×3, 64]×3

Table 13: Our plain CNN architectures with different convolutional layers. Conv1.x, Conv2.x and Conv3.x
denote convolution units that may contain multiple convolution layers. E.g., [3×3, 64]×3 denotes 3 cascaded
convolution layers with 64 filters of size 3×3.
Layer
Conv1.x

Conv2.x
Conv3.x

ResNet-20 (CIFAR-100)

ResNet-32 (CIFAR-100)

#
#
" [3×3, 16]×1
" [3×3, 16]×1
3 × 3, 16
3 × 3, 16
×3
×5
3 × 3, 16
3 × 3, 16
"
#
"
#
3 × 3, 32
3 × 3, 32
×3
×5
3 × 3, 32
3 × 3, 32
"
#
"
#
3 × 3, 64
3 × 3, 64
×3
×5
3 × 3, 64
3 × 3, 64
Average Pooling

Table 14: Our ResNet architectures with different convolutional layers. Conv0.x, Conv1.x, Conv2.x, Conv3.x
and Conv4.x denote convolution units that may contain multiple convolutional layers, and residual units are
shown in double-column brackets. Conv1.x, Conv2.x and Conv3.x usually operate on different size feature
maps. These networks are essentially the same as [20], but some may have a different number of filters in each
layer. The downsampling is performed by convolutions with a stride of 2. E.g., [3×3, 64]×4 denotes 4 cascaded
convolution layers with 64 filters of size 3×3, S2 denotes stride 2.

Reported Results. For all the experiments on MLPs and CNNs (except CNNs in the few-shot
learning), we report testing error rates. For the few-shot learning experiment, we report testing
accuracy. For all the experiments on both GCNs and PointNets, we report testing accuracy. All results
are averaged over 10 runs of the model.
Multilayer perceptron. We conduct digit classification task on MNIST with a three-layer multilayer
perceptrons following this repository1 . The input dimension of each MNIST digit is 28 × 28, which is
784 dimensions after flattened. Our two hidden layers have 256 output dimensions, i.e., 256 neurons.
The output layer will output 10 logits for classification. We use a cross-entropy loss with softmax
function. For the optimization, we use a momentum SGD with learning rate 0.01, momentum 0.9 and
batch size 100. The training stops in 100 epochs.
Convolutional neural networks. The network architectures used in the paper are elaborated in
Table 13 and Table 14. For CIFAR-100, we use 128 as the mini-batch size. We use momentum SGD
with momentum 0.9 and the learning rate starts with 0.1, divided by 10 when the performance is
saturated. For ImageNet-2012, we use batch size 128 and start with learning rate 0.1. The learning rate
is divided by 10 when the performance is saturated, and the training is terminated at 700k iterations.
For ResNet-20 and ResNet-32 on CIFAR-100, we use exactly the same architecture used on CIFAR10 as [20]. The rotation matrix is initialized with random normal distribution (mean is 0 and variance
is 1). Note that, for all the compared methods, we always use the best possible hyperparameters to
make sure that the comparison is fair. The baseline has exactly the same architecture and training
settings as the one that OPT uses. If not otherwise specified, standard `2 weight decay (5e − 4) is
applied to all the neural network including baselines and the networks that use OPT training.
Few-shot learning. The network architecture (Table 15) we used for few-shot learning experiments
is the same as that used in [9]. In our experiments, we show comparison of our OPT training with
standard training on ‘baseline’ and ‘baseline++’ settings in [9]. In ‘baseline’ setting, a standard CNN
1

https://github.com/hwalsuklee/tensorflow-mnist-MLP-batch_normalization-weight_
initializers
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model is pretrained on the whole meta-train dataset (standard non-MAML supervised training) and
later only the classifier layer is finetuned on few-shot dataset. ‘baseline++’ differs from ‘baseline’ on
the classifier: in ‘baseline’, each output dimension of the classifier is computed as the inner product
between weight w and input x, i.e. w · x; while in ‘baseline++’ it becomes the scaled cosine distance
w·x
c kwkkxk
where c is a positive scalar. Following [9], we set c = 2.
During pretraining, the model is trained for 200 epochs on the meta-train set of mini-ImageNet with
an Adam optimzer (learning rate 1e − 3, weight decay 5e − 4) and the classifier is discarded after
pretraining. The model is later finetuned, with a new classifier, on the few-shot samples (5 way,
support size 5) with a momentum SGD optimizer (learning rate 1e − 2, momentum 0.9, dampening
0.9, weight decay 1e − 3, batch size 4) for 100 epochs. We re-initialize the classifier for each few-shot
sample.
Layer

CNN-4

Conv1
Pool1
Conv2
Pool2
Conv3
Pool3
Conv4
Pool4
Linear Classifier

3×3, 64
2×2 Max Pooling, Stride 2
3×3, 64
2×2 Max Pooling, Stride 2
3×3, 64
2×2 Max Pooling, Stride 2
3×3, 64
2×2 Max Pooling, Stride 2
number of classes

Table 15: The number of classes is different for pretraining and finetuning.

Graph neural networks. We implement the OPT training for GCN on the official repositories2 . The
experimental settings also follow the official repository to ensure a fair comparison. For OPT (CP)
method, we use the original hyperparameters and experimental setup except the added rotation matrix.
For OPT (OGD) method, we use our own OGD optimizer in Tensorflow to train the rotation matrix
in order to maintain orthogonality and use the original optimizer to train the other variables.
Point cloud recognition. For the PointNet experiments, we exactly follow the same setting in the
original paper [48] and the official repositories3 . Specifically, we multiply the rotation matrix to the
original fixed neurons in all the 1 × 1 convolution layers and the fully connected layer except the
final classifier. All the rotation matrix is initialized with random normal distribution. For PointNet
experiments, we use point number 1024, batch size 32 and Adam optimizer started with learning rate
0.001, the learning rate will decay by 0.7 every 200k iterations, and the training is terminated at 250
epochs.

2
3

https://github.com/tkipf/gcn
https://github.com/charlesq34/pointnet
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D
D.1

Loss Landscape Visualization (Uniform Distribution Perturbation)
Visualization Procedure

Different from Appendix E, we choose two random direction vectors δ and η based on [0, 1] uniform
distribution to further justify the effectiveness of OPT. The 2D plot f (α, β) is defined as
f (α, β) = L(θ ∗ + αδ + βη)

(35)

which can be used as a 2D surface visualization. Note that, after we randomly initialize the direction
vectors δ and η with [0, 1] normal distribution, we need to perform the filter normalization [36].
Specifically, we normalize each filter in δ and η to have the same norm as the corresponding filter in
θ ∗ . The loss landscape of our baseline is plotted using this visualization approach.
In contrast, the learnable parameters in OPT are no longer the weights of neurons. Instead, the
learnable parameters are the orthogonal matrices. More precisely, the trainable matrices are used
to perform orthogonalization in the neural networks (i.e., P in Fig. 2). We denote the combination
of all the trainable matrices as R̃, and the corresponding pretrained matrices as R̃∗ . Then the 2D
visualization of OPT is
f (α, β) = L(R̃∗ + αγ + βκ)
(36)
where γ and κ are two random direction vectors (which follow the [0, 1] uniform distribution) to
perturb R̃∗ . The visualization procedures of baseline and OPT are essentially the same except that
the trainable variables are different. Therefore, their loss landscapes are comparable.
D.2

Experimental Details

In Fig. 3, we vary α and β from −1 to 1 for both baseline and OPT, and then plot the surface of 2D
function f . We use the CNN-6 (as specified in Appendix C) on CIFAR-100. We use the same data
augmentation as [42]. We train the network with SGD with momentum 0.9 and batch size 128. We
start with learning rate 0.1, divide it by 10 at 30k, 50k and 64k iterations, and terminate training
at 75k iterations. The training details basically follows [42]. We mostly use CP for OPT due to
efficiency. Note that, the other orthogonalization methods in OPT yields similar loss landscapes in
general. The pretrained model for standard training yields 37.59% testing error on CIFAR-100, while
the pretrained model for OPT yields 33.53% error. This is also reported in Section 5.
D.3

Full Visualization Results for the Main Paper

(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 6: High-quality rendered loss landscapes of standard training and OPT.

Following the same experimental settings in Appendix D.2, we render the 3D loss landscapes with
some color and lighting effects for Fig. 13. The visualization data is exactly the same as Fig. 3(a),
and we simply use ParaView to plot the figure. As expected, the loss landscape of OPT is much more
smooth than standard training. Note that, for the flat red region in standard training, we can still
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observe numerous small local minima, while the red region of OPT is very smooth. Fig. 13 better
validates our analysis and discussion in Section 4.1, and also shows the superiority of OPT.
For better clarity and readability, we also give the large and full version of Fig. 3(a) (in the main
paper) in the following figure. Note that, Fig. 7 is identical to Fig. 3(a) in the main paper except that
Fig. 7 has larger size. From Fig. 7, we can better observe the dramatically different loss landscape
between standard training and OPT.

(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 7: Comparison of loss landscapes between standard training and OPT (full results of Fig. 3(a) in the
main paper). Top row: loss landscape visualization with Cartesian coordinate system; Bottom row: loss contour
visualization.

To better understand the difference of the training dynamics between standard training and OPT,
we also plot the testing error landscapes in Fig. 8 for both methods. The testing error is computed
on the testing set of CIFAR-100 with the perturbed pretrained model (α and β are the perturbation
parameters). From the testing error landscape comparison in Fig. 8, we can see that once the baseline
pretrained model is slightly perturbed, the testing error will immediately increase to 99.99% which
is random selection-level testing error (because we have 100 balanced classes in total, randomly
picking a class leads to 0.01% accuracy). In contrast, the testing error landscape of OPT is much more
smooth. Even if we perturb the OPT pretrained model, we still end up with a reasonably low testing
error, show that the parameter space of OPT is more smooth and continuous. All these evidences
suggest that OPT is a better training framework for neural networks and can significantly alleviate
the optimization difficulty. In this following subsections, we aim to show that the loss and testing
error landscape difference between standard training and OPT is not a coincidence. We will show
that the improvement of OPT on the loss and testing error landscape is both dataset-agnostic and
architecture-agnostic.
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(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 8: Comparison of testing error landscapes between standard training and OPT. Top row: high-quality
rendered testing error landscape visualization with lighting effects; Bottom row: testing error landscape
visualization with Cartesian coordinate system.
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D.4

Loss Landscape Visualization of Different Neural Network

(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 9: Comparison of loss landscapes between standard training and OPT on CIFAR-100 (CNN-9). Top row:
loss landscape visualization with Cartesian coordinate system; Bottom row: loss contour visualization.

(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 10: Comparison of testing error landscapes between standard training and OPT on CIFAR-100 (CNN-9).

To show that the difference of the loss landscape between standard training and OPT is consistent
across different neural networks. We use a deeper CNN-9 (as specified in Appendix C) to visualize
the loss landscape. The experimental settings generally follow Appendix D.2. We use CNN-9 as our
backbone architecture and train it on CIFAR-100. The visualization of the loss landscapes is given
in Fig. 9. We observe that the loss landscapes of OPT with CNN-9 and CNN-6 are very similar. In
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general, the conclusion that OPT yields better loss landscape still holds for a deeper neural network,
showing that the effectiveness of OPT is not architecture-dependent.
Moreover, we also visualize the landscape of testing error in Fig. 10. We can observe that the testing
error landscapes are somewhat similar to the loss landscape in Fig. 9. The results further validate the
superiority of OPT. We can observe in Fig. 10 that OPT has more smooth testing error landscape and
can make the training parameter space of the neural network less sensitive to perturbations.
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D.5

Loss Landscape Visualization on Different Dataset

We also perform the same loss and testing error landscape visualization on CIFAR-10. The training
details basically follows Appendix D.2. For CIFAR-10, we use the same data augmentation as in
Appendix C. The results are given in Fig. 11. From Fig. 11, we can observe even more dramatic
difference of the loss landscape between standard training and OPT. In standard training, the loss
landscape exhibits highly non-convex and non-smooth behavior. There are countless local minima in
the loss landscape. Different from the results in Fig. 9, the loss landscape of standard training on
CIFAR-10 has some huge local minima that are hard to escape from. In contrast, the loss landscape
of OPT on CIFAR-10 does not show obvious and huge local minima and is far more convex and
smooth than standard training. The contour maps show more significant difference between standard
training and OPT. The contour map of OPT shows the shape of a single symmetric and convex valley,
while the contour map of standard training presents the shape of multiple highly irregular valleys.
The visualization further validate that the improvement of OPT on optimization landscape is very
consistent across different training datasets.

(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 11: Comparison of loss landscapes between standard training and OPT on CIFAR-10 (CNN-6). Top row:
loss landscape visualization with Cartesian coordinate system; Bottom row: loss contour visualization.

Then we also visualize the testing error landscape of standard training and OPT in Fig. 12. As
expected, the testing error landscape of standard training shows that changing the pretrained model
parameters with a very small perturbation could lead to a dramatic increase in testing error. It
indicates that the parameter space of standard training is very sensitive to even a small perturbation.
In comparison, the testing error landscape of OPT shows similar shape to the training loss landscape
which is the shape of a single regular, smooth and convex valley. We can conclude that OPT has huge
advantages over standard training in terms of the optimization landscape. Although the conclusion
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is drawn from a simple visualization method, it can still shed some light on why OPT yields better
training dynamics and generalization ability.

(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 12: Comparison of testing error landscapes between standard training and OPT on CIFAR-10 (CNN-6).
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E
E.1

Loss Landscape Visualization (Normal Distribution Perturbation)
Visualization Procedure

We generally follow the visualization procedure in [36]. However, since OPT has a different training
process, we use a modified visualization method but still make it comparable to the baseline.
Specifically, if we want to plot the loss landscape of a neural neural with loss L(θ) where θ is the
learnable model parameters, we need to first choose pretrained model parameters θ ∗ as a center point.
Then we choose two random direction vectors δ and η. The 2D plot f (α, β) is defined as
f (α, β) = L(θ ∗ + αδ + βη)

(37)

which can be used as a 2D surface visualization. Note that, after we randomly initialize the direction
vectors δ and η (with normal distribution), we need to perform the filter normalization [36]. Specifically, we normalize each filter in δ and η to have the same norm as the corresponding filter in θ ∗ .
The loss landscape of our baseline is plotted using this visualization approach.
In contrast, the learnable parameters in OPT are no longer the weights of neurons. Instead, the
learnable parameters are the orthogonal matrices. More precisely, the trainable matrices are used
to perform orthogonalization in the neural networks (i.e., P in Fig. 2). We denote the combination
of all the trainable matrices as R̃, and the corresponding pretrained matrices as R̃∗ . Then the 2D
visualization of OPT is
f (α, β) = L(R̃∗ + αγ + βκ)
(38)
where γ and κ are two random direction vectors (which follow the normal distribution) to perturb R̃∗ .
The visualization procedures of baseline and OPT are essentially the same except that the trainable
variables are different. Therefore, their loss landscapes are comparable.
E.2

Experimental Details

In Fig. 3, we vary α and β from −1.5 to 1.5 for both baseline and OPT, and then plot the surface of
2D function f . We use the CNN-6 (as specified in Appendix C) on CIFAR-100. We use the same
data augmentation as [42]. We train the network with SGD with momentum 0.9 and batch size 128.
We start with learning rate 0.1, divide it by 10 at 30k, 50k and 64k iterations, and terminate training
at 75k iterations. The training details basically follows [42]. We mostly use CP for OPT due to
efficiency. Note that, the other orthogonalization methods in OPT yields similar loss landscapes in
general. The pretrained model for standard training yields 37.59% testing error on CIFAR-100, while
the pretrained model for OPT yields 33.53% error. This is also reported in Section 5.
E.3

Full Visualization Results for the Main Paper

(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 13: High-quality rendered loss landscapes of standard training and OPT.

Following the same experimental settings in Appendix E.2, we render the 3D loss landscapes with
some color and lighting effects for Fig. 13. The visualization data is exactly the same as Fig. 3, and
we simply use ParaView to plot the figure. The rendered loss landsacpe better reflects that OPT yields
a much more smooth loss geometry.
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We also give the large and full version of Fig. 3(b) (in the main paper) in the following figure. Fig. 14
is identical to Fig. 3(b) in the main paper except that Fig. 14 has larger size. From Fig. 14, we can
better observe the dramatically different loss landscape between standard training and OPT. From the
contour plots, we can better see that the red region of standard training is extremely flat and is highly
non-convex around the edge. In comparison to standard training, OPT has very smooth and relatively
convex contour shape.

(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 14: Comparison of loss landscapes between standard training and OPT (full results of Fig. 3(b) in the
main paper). Top row: loss landscape visualization with Cartesian coordinate system; Bottom row: loss contour
visualization.

Then we visualize the testing error landscape (as the full result for Fig. 4 in the main paper).
Additionally, we include a high-quality visualization using ParaView. We render the plot with lighting
and color effects in order to better demonstrate the difference between OPT and standard training.
The visualization results are given in Fig. 15. The comparison of testing error landscape shows that
the parameter space of OPT is more robust than standard training, because the testing error of OPT is
increased in a slower speed while the model is perturbed away from the pretrained parameters. In
other words, the parameter space of OPT is more robust to the random perturbation than standard
training. Combining the visualization of loss landscape, it is well justified that OPT can significantly
alleviate training difficulty and improve generalization.
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(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 15: Comparison of testing error landscapes between standard training and OPT. Top row: high-quality
rendered testing error landscape visualization with lighting effects; Bottom row: testing error landscape
visualization with Cartesian coordinate system.

.
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E.4

Loss Landscape Visualization of Different Neural Network

In order to show that the loss landscape of OPT is quite general and consistent across different neural
network architectures, we also visualize the loss landscape using a deep network network (CNN-9
as specified in Appendix C). The experiments are conducted on CIFAR-100. The results are given
in Fig. 16. We can see that the loss landscape of OPT is much more smooth than standard training,
similar to the observation for CNN-6. Therefore, the loss landscape difference between OPT and
standard training is consistent across different network architectures, and OPT consistently shows
better optimization landscape.

(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 16: Comparison of loss landscapes between standard training and OPT on CIFAR-100 (CNN-9). Top
row: loss landscape visualization with Cartesian coordinate system; Bottom row: loss contour visualization.

Then we show the landscape of testing error for CNN-9 on CIFAR-100. The results are given in
Fig. 17. Similar to CNN-6, the testing error landscape of OPT is more smooth and convex than
standard training. Moreover, OPT has a more flat local minima of testing error, while standard
training has a sharp local minima. The testing error landscape in Fig. 17 generally follows the same
pattern as the loss landscape in Fig. 16. The visualization further verifies the superiority of OPT is
very consistent across different network architectures.
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(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 17: Comparison of testing error landscapes between standard training and OPT on CIFAR-100 (CNN-9).
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E.5

Loss Landscape Visualization of Different Dataset

Similar to Appendix D.5, we also visualize the loss landscape of OPT and standard training on
a different dataset (CIFAR-10) with CNN-6. The loss landscape visualization is given in Fig. 18.
Although the loss landscape on CIFAR-10 is quite different from the one on CIFAR-100, we can still
observe that the loss landscape of OPT has a very flat local minima and the loss values are increasing
smoothly and slowly. In contrast, the loss landscape of standard training has a sharp local minima and
the loss values quickly increase to a large value. The red region of standard training will lead to very
small gradient, potentially affecting the training. From the contour plots, the comparison apparently
shows that the loss landscape of OPT is much more smooth than standard training.

(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 18: Comparison of loss landscapes between standard training and OPT on CIFAR-10 (CNN-6). Top row:
loss landscape visualization with Cartesian coordinate system; Bottom row: loss contour visualization.

We also visualize the landscape of testing error in Fig. 19. The testing error landscape generally
follows the pattern in the loss landscape. One can easily observe that the parameter space of standard
training is very sensitive to perturbations. A small perturbation can make the model parameters
completely fail (i.e., the testing error dramatically increase). Differently, the parameter space of
OPT is much more robust to perturbations. The model parameter can still work well with a small
perturbation. Both Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 validate that the superiority of OPT is consistent across
different training datasets.
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(a) Standard training

(b) OPT

Figure 19: Comparison of testing error landscapes between standard training and OPT on CIFAR-10 (CNN-6).
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F

Theoretical Discussion on Optimization and Generalization

The key problem we discuss in this section is why OPT may lead to easier optimization and better
generalization. We have already shown that OPT can guarantee the minimum hyperspherical energy (MHE) in a probabilistic sense. Although empirical evidences [42] have shown significant and
consistent performance gain by minimizing hyperspherical energy, why lower hyperspherical energy
will lead to better generalization is still unclear. We argue that OPT leads to better generalization from
two aspects: how OPT may affect the training and generalization, and why minimum hyperspherical
energy serves as a good inductive bias. We note that rigorously proving that OPT generalizes better is
out of the scope of this paper and remains our future work. The section serves as a very preliminary
discussion for this topic, and hopefully the discussion can inspire more theoretical studies about OPT.
Our goal here is to leverage and apply existing theoretical results [28, 64, 56, 34, 11, 1] to explain the
role that MHE plays rather than proving sharp and novel generalization bounds. We emphasize that
our paper is NOT targeted as a theoretical one that proves novel generalization bounds.
We simply consider one-hidden-layer networks as the hypothesis class:
F = {f (x) =

n
X

vj σ(wj> x) : vj ∈ {±1},

j=1

n
X

kwj k ≤ Cw }

(39)

j=1

where σ(·) = max(0, ·) is ReLU. Since the magnitude of vj can be scaled into wj , we can restrict vj
d
to be ±1. Given a set of i.i.d. training sample {xi , yi }m
i=1 where
Pmx ∈ R is drawn2 uniformly from the
1
unit hypersphere, we minimize the least square loss L = 2m
(y
i=1 i − f (xi )) . The gradient w.r.t.
wi is
m

∂L
1 X
f (xi ) − yi vj σ 0 (wj> xi )xi .
(40)
=
∂wj
m i=1
Let W := {w1> , · · · , wn> }> be the column concatenation of neuron weights. We aim to identify the
conditions under which there are no spurious local minima. We rewrite that
∂L
∂L >
∂L > >
=
,··· ,
= Dr
∂W
∂w1
∂wn

(41)

1
where r ∈ Rm ri = m
f (xi ) − yi , D ∈ Rn×m , and Dij = vi σ 0 (wi> xj )xj . Therefore, we can obtain
the following inequality:
1
∂L
krk ≤
(42)
sm (D) ∂W
where krk is the training error and sm (D) is the minimum singular value of D. If we need the
training error to be small, then we have to lower bound sm (D) away from zero. Therefore, the
essential problem now becomes the relationship between MHE and the lower bound of sm (D). We
have the following result from [64]:

Lemma 4. With probability larger than 1 − m exp(−mγm /8) − 2m2 exp(−4 log2 d) − δ, we will
have that sm (D)2 ≥ 21 nmγm − cnρ(W ) where
log d p
4
1
ρ(W ) ≤ √
2L2 (W )m( log )1/4
m
δ
d
r
(43)
2 log d
4
1 log d
√
√
+
m
log +
mL2 (W ) + 2,
3m
δ
d
d
Pn
and L2 (W ) = n12 i,j=1 k(wi , wj )2 − Eu,v [k(u, v)2 ]. The kernel function k(u, v) is 12 −
1
2π

hu,vi
arccos( kukkvk
).

Once MHE is achieved, the neurons will be uniformly distributed on the unit hypersphere. From
Lemma 4, we can see that if the neurons are uniformly distributed on the unit hypersphere, L2 (W )
will be very small and close to zero. Then ρ(W ) will also be small, leading to large lower bound for
∂L
sm (D). Therefore, MHE can result in small training error once the gradient norm ∂W
is small.
The result implies no spurious local minima if we use OPT for training.
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∂L 2
Furthermore, suppose that k ∂W
k ≤ , [64] also proves a training error bound Õ() and a generalization bound bound Õ( + √1m ) based on the assumption that W belongs to a specific set GW
(for the definition of GW , please refer to [64]). Therefore, MHE is also connected to the training and
generalization error. Note that, the analysis here is highly simplified and the purpose here is to give
some justifications rather than rigorously proving any bound.

We further argue that MHE induced by OPT serves as an important inductive bias for neural networks.
As the standard regularizer for neural networks, weight decay controls the norm of the neuron weights,
regularizing essentially one dimension of the weight. In contrast, MHE completes an important
missing pieces by regularizing the remaining dimensions of the weight. MHE encourages minimum
hyperspherical redundancy between neurons. In the linear classifier case, MHE impose a prior of
maximal inter-class separability.

G

More Discussions

Flexible training. First, OPT can used in multi-task training [46] where each set of orthogonal
matrices represent one task. OPT can learn different set of orthogonal matrices for different tasks
with the neuron weights remain the same. Second, we can perform progressive training with OPT. For
example, after learning a set of orthogonal matrices on a large coarse-grained dataset (i.e., pretraining),
we can multiple the orthogonal matrices back to the neuron weights and construct a new set of neuron
weights. Then we can use the new neuron weights as a starting point and apply OPT to train on a
small fine-grained dataset (i.e., finetuning).
Limitations and open problems The limitations of OPT include more GPU memory consumption
and heavy computation during training, more numerical issues when ensuring orthogonality and
weak scalability for ultra wide neural networks. Therefore, there will be plenty of open problems
in OPT, such as scalable and efficient training. Most significantly, OPT opens up a new possibility
for studying theoretical generalization of deep networks. With the decomposition to hyperspherical
energy and coordinate system, OPT provides a new perspective for future research.
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H
H.1

On Parameter-Efficient OPT
Formulation

Since OPT over-parameterizes the neurons, it will consume more GPU memory in training (note
that, the number of parameters will not increase in testing). For a d-dimensional neuron, OPT will
learn an orthogonal matrix of size d × d that applies to the the neuron. Therefore, we will need d2
extra parameters for one layer of neurons, making the training more expensive in terms of the GPU
memory. Although the extra training overhead in OPT will not affect the inference speed of the
trained neural networks, we still desire to achieve better parameter efficiency in OPT. To this end, we
discuss some design possibilities for the parameter-efficient OPT (PE-OPT) in this section.
Original OPT over-parameterize a neuron v ∈ Rn×n with Rv where R is a layer-shared orthogonal
matrix of size d × d. We aim to reduce the effective parameters of this d × d orthogonal matrix. We
incorporate a block-diagonal structure to the orthogonal matrix R. Specifically, we formulate R as
Diag(R(1) , R(2) , ·P
· · , R(k) ) where R(i) is an orthogonal matrix with size di × di (it is easy to see
that we need d = i di ). As an example, we only consider the case where all R(i) are of the same
size (i.e., d1 = d2 = · · · = dk = kd ). It is also obvious that as long as each block is an orthogonal
matrix, then the overall matrix R remains an orthogonal matrix.

...

...
Block-Shared Matrix Rs

Unconstrained Block Matrix Ru

Figure 20: Comparison between the block-shared matrix Rs and the unconstrained block matrix Ru .

First, we consider that all the block matrices on the diagonal of the orthogonal matrix R are shared,
meaning that R = Diag(R(1) , R(1) , · · · , R(1) ) (i.e., R(1) = R(2) = · · · = R(k) ). Therefore, we
have a block-diagonal matrix Rs with shared block R(1) as the final orthogonal matrix for the neuron
v:

 (1)
R
0
···
0

.. 
..
 0
.
R(1)
. 

Rs = 
(44)
 .

..
..
 ..
.
.
0 
0
···
0 R(1)
d

d

where R(1) ∈ R k × k . The effective number of parameters for the orthogonal matrix Rs immediately
2
reduces to kd2 . The left figure in Fig. 20 gives an intuitive illustration for the block-shared matrix Rs .
Therefore, PE-OPT only needs to learn R(1) in order to construct the orthogonal matrix of size d × d.
Second, we consider that all the diagonal block matrices are independent, indicating that R =
Diag(R(1) , R(2) , · · · , R(k) ) where R(i) , ∀i are different orthogonal matrices in general. We term
such matrix R as unconstrained block matrix. Therefore, we have the unconstrained block diagonal
matrix Ru as
 (1)

R
0
···
0

.. 
..
 0
.
R(2)
. 


Ru =  .
(45)

..
..
 ..
.
.
0 
0
···
0 R(k)
where the orthogonal matrices R(i) , ∀i will be learned independently. The effective number of
2
parameters for the orthogonal matrix Ru is dk , making it more flexible than the block-shared matrix
Rs .
Let’s consider a convolution neuron (i.e., convolution filter) v ∈ Rc1 ×c2 ×c3 (e.g., a typical convolution
neuron is of size 3 × 3 × 64) as an example. The orthogonal matrix R for the convolution neuron
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is of size (c1 c2 c3 ) × (c1 c2 c3 ). Typically, we will divide the neuron into k sub-neuron along the
c3 -axis, each with size c1 × c2 × ck3 . Then in order to learn a block-shared orthogonal matrix Rs ,
we will essentially learn a shared orthogonal matrix of size ( k1 c1 c2 c3 ) × ( k1 c1 c2 c3 ) that applies to
each sub-neuron (there are k sub-neurons of size c1 × c2 × ck3 in total). For the case of learning a
unconstrained block-diagonal orthogonal matrix Ru , we simply learn different orthogonal matrices
for different sub-neurons.
H.2

Experiments and Results

We conduct the image recognition experiments on CIFAR-100 with CNN-6 described in Table 13.
The setting is exactly the same as Section 5.3. For the convolution filter, we use the size of 3 × 3 × 64,
i.e., c1 = 3, c2 = 3, c3 = 64. The results are given in Table 16 and Table 17. “# Parameters” in
both tables denote the number of effective parameters for the orthogonal matrix R in a single layer.
The baseline with fixed neurons is only to train the final classifiers with the randomly initialized
neuron weights staying fixed. It means that this baseline basically removes the learnable orthogonal
matrices but still fixes the neuron weights, so it only achieves 73.81% testing error. As expected,
as the number of effective parameters goes down, the performance of PE-OPT generally decreases.
One can also observe that using separate orthogonal matrices generally yields better performance
than shared orthogonal matrices. k = 2 and k = 4 seems to be a reasonable trade-off between better
accuracy and less parameters.
When k becomes larger (i.e., the number of parameters become less) in the case of block-shared
orthogonal matrices, we find that PE-OPT (LS) performs the best among all the variants. When
k becomes larger (i.e., the number of parameters become less) in the case of unconstrained block
orthogonal matrices, we can see that both PE-OPT (GS) and PE-OPT (LS) performs better than the
other variants.
Method

# Parameters

PE-OPT (CP)

PE-OPT (GS)

PE-OPT (HR)

PE-OPT (LS)

PE-OPT (OGD)

c3 /k = 64 (k = 1) (i.e., Original OPT)
c3 /k = 32 (k = 2)
c3 /k = 16 (k = 4)
c3 /k = 8 (k = 8)
c3 /k = 4 (k = 16)
c3 /k = 2 (k = 32)
c3 /k = 1 (k = 64)
Baseline
Baseline with fixed random neurons

331.7K
82.9K
20.7K
5.2K
1.3K
0.3K
0.1K
-

33.53
34.93
39.40
47.77
56.65
63.46
67.36

33.02
34.39
39.13
46.65
55.91
62.65
67.11

35.67
35.83
39.67
46.69
55.69
62.38
67.05
37.59
73.81

34.48
34.50
37.58
45.62
54.75
61.60
66.61

33.33
35.06
39.80
47.43
57.15
62.46
67.23

Table 16: Testing error (%) on CIFAR-100 with different settings of PE-OPT (with block-shared orthogonal
matrix Rs ).
Method

# Parameters

PE-OPT (CP)

PE-OPT (GS)

PE-OPT (HR)

PE-OPT (LS)

PE-OPT (OGD)

c3 /k = 64 (k = 1) (i.e., Original OPT)
c3 /k = 32 (k = 2)
c3 /k = 16 (k = 4)
c3 /k = 8 (k = 8)
c3 /k = 4 (k = 16)
c3 /k = 2 (k = 32)
c3 /k = 1 (k = 64)
Baseline
Baseline with fixed random neurons

331.7K
165.9K
82.9K
41.5K
20.7K
10.4K
5.2K
-

33.53
33.54
34.77
37.25
40.74
45.36
50.94

33.02
33.15
34.50
36.43
39.89
44.77
49.16

35.67
35.65
35.71
36.40
39.98
44.83
49.57
37.59
73.81

34.48
34.09
34.96
36.17
39.93
44.61
49.23

33.33
34.27
35.97
39.75
43.43
48.98
54.93

Table 17: Testing error (%) on CIFAR-100 with different settings of PE-OPT (with unconstrained block
orthogonal matrix Ru ).
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I

On Generalizing OPT: Over-Parameterized Training with Constraint

OPT opens many new possibilities in training neural networks. We consider a simple generalization
to OPT in this section to showcase the great potential of OPT. Instead of constraining the overparameterization matrix R ∈ Rd×d in Eq. (1) to be orthogonal, we can use any meaningful structural
constraints for this matrix, and even regularize it in a task-driven way. Furthermore, instead of a linear
over-parameterization (i.e., multiplying a matrix R) to the neuron, we can also consider nonlinear
mapping. We come up with the following straightforward generalization to OPT (the settings and
notations exactly follow Eq. (1)):
Standard: min

vi ,ui ,∀i

Original OPT: min

R,ui ,∀i

m
X

L y,

n
X

j=1

i=1

m
X

n
X

L y,

j=1

ui vi> xj



ui (Rvi )> xj



i=1

>

s.t. R R = RR> = I
m
n
X
X

Generalized OPT: min
L y,
ui (T (vi ))> xj
R,ui ,∀i

j=1

(46)

i=1

s.t. Some constraints on T (·)
where T (·) : Rd → Rd denotes some transformation (including both linear and nonlinear). Notice
that the generalized OPT (G-OPT) no longer requires orthogonality. Such formulation of G-OPT can
immediately inspire a number of instances. We will discuss some obvious ones here.
If we consider T (·) to be a linear mapping, we may constrain R to be symmetric positive definite
other than orthogonal. A simple way to achieve that is to use Cholesky factorization LL> where L
is a lower triangular matrix to parameterize the matrix R. Essentially, we learn a lower triangular
matrix L and use LL> to replace R in OPT. The positive definiteness provides the transformation R
with some geometric constraint. Specifically, a positive definite R only transforms the neuron weight
v to the direction that has the angle less than π2 to v, because v > Rv > 0. Moreover, we can also
require the transformation to have structural constraints on R. For example, R can be upper (lower)
triangular, banded, symmetric, skew-symmetric, upper (lower) Hessenberg, etc.
We can also consider T (·) to be a nonlinear mapping. A obvious example is to use a neural
network (e.g., MLP, CNN) as T (·). Then the nonlinear G-OPT will share some similarities with
HyperNetworks [17] and Network-in-Network [39]. If we further consider T (·) to be dependent on
the input, then the nonlinear G-OPT will have close connections to dynamic neural networks [26, 43].
To summarize, OPT provides a novel and effective framework to train neural networks and may
inspire many different threads of future research.
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Hyperspherical Energy Training Dynamics of Individual Layers

Pn Pn
−1
We also plot the hyperspherical energy (E(v̂i |ni=1 ) = i=1 j=1,j6=i kv̂i − v̂j k in which v̂i = kvvii k
is the i-th neuron weight projected onto the unit hypersphere.) in every layer of CNN-6 during training
to show how these hyperspherical energies are being minimized. From Fig. 21, we can observe that
OPT can always maintain the minimum hyperspherical energy during the entire training process,
while the MHE regularization cannot. Moreover, the hyperspherical energy of the baseline will also
decrease as the training proceeds, but it is still much higher than the OPT training.

Figure 21: Training dynamics of hyperspherical energy in each layer of CNN-6. We average results with 10 runs.
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Geometric Properties of Randomly Initialized Neurons

There are many interesting geometric properties [5, 6] of random points distributed independently
and uniformly on the unit hypersphere. We summarize a few of them that make randomly initialized
neurons distinct from any deterministic neuron configuration. Note that, there exist many deterministic
neuron configurations that can also achieve very low hyperspherical energy, and this section aims to
describe a few unique geometric properties of randomly initialized neurons.
There are two widely used geometric properties corresponding to a neuron configuration (i.e., a set of
neurons) ŴN = {ŵ1 , · · · , ŵN ∈ Sd }. In the main paper, we define neurons on Sd−1 , but without
loss of generality we define neurons on Sd here for convenience. The first one is the covering radius:
α(ŴN ) := α(ŴN ; Sd−1 ) := max min arccos(u, ŵi )
u∈Sd 1≤i≤N

(47)

which is the biggest geodesic distance from a neuron in Sd to the nearest point in ŴN . The second
one is the separation distance:
ψ(ŴN ) :=

min

1≤i,j,≤N,i6=j

arccos(ŵi , ŵj )

(48)

which gives the least geodesic distance between arbitrary two points in ŴN . Random points (i.e.,
randomly initialized neurons) typically have poor separation properties, since the separation is
sensitive to the specific placement of points. [5] shows an example on S1 to illustrate this observation.
[5] considers a different but related quantity, i.e., the sume of powers of the “hole radii”. A set of
neurons ŴN on Sd uniquely defines a convex polytope, which can be viewed as the convex hull
of the neuron configuration. Each facet of the polytope defines a “hole”. Such a hole denotes the
maximal spherical cap for a facet that contains neurons of ŴN only on the boundary. It is easy to see
that the geodesic radius of the largest hole is the covering radius α(ŴN ). We assume that for the set
of neurons ŴN , there are fd holes (i.e., facets) in total. Therefore, the i-th hole radius is defined as
ρi = ρi (ŴN ) which is the Euclidean distance in Rd+1 between the center of the i-th spherical cap
and the boundary. The i-th spherical cap is located on the sphere corresponding to the i-th facet. We
have that ρi = 2 sin( α2i ) where αi is the geodesic radius of the i-th spherical cap. We are interested
in the sums of the p-th powers of the hole radii, i.e.,
P=

fd
X

(ρi )p

(49)

i=1

where p is larger than zero. For large p, the largest hole dominates:
 p1
X
fd
1
α(ŴN )
p
p
lim (P) = lim
(ρi )
= max ρi = 2 sin(
)
p→∞
p→∞
1≤i≤fd
2
i=1

(50)

where ρ(ŴN ) := max1≤i≤fd ρi . Then we introduce some useful notations to state the geometric
properties. Let ψd be the surface area of Sd , and we have that
d+1

2π 2
,
(51)
Γ( d+1
2 )
and we also define the following quantities (with ψ0 = 2):
1 Γ( d+1 )
1 ψd−1
= √ 2d
κd : =
d ψd
d πΓ( 2 )
(52)
2
κd2
Bd : =
d + 1 (κd )d
where κd can be alternatively defined with the recursion: κ1 = π1 and κd = 2πdκ1 d−1 . [51] gives the
expected number of facets constructed from N random neurons that are independently and uniformly
distributed on the unit hypersphere Sd :

E[fd ] = Bd N 1 + o(1)
(53)
where N → ∞. Then we introduce the main results of [5] (asymptotics for the expected moments of
the hole radii) in the following lemma:
ψd =
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Lemma 5. If p ≥ 0 and ŵ1 , · · · ŵN are N neurons on Sd that are independently and randomly
distributed with respect to the normalized surface area measure σd on Sd , then we have that
p

E[P] = Bd (κd )− d
= cd,p N

1− p
d

Γ(d + dp )Γ(N + 1)
2 
1 + O(N − d )
p
Γ(d)Γ(N + d )
2 
1 + O(N − d )

(54)

as N → ∞, where ρi = ρi,N is the Euclidean hole radius associated with the i-th facet of the convex
p
Γ(d+ p )
hull of ŴN , cd,p := Bd Bd,p , and Bd,p := Γ(d)d (κd )− d . The O-terms above depend on d and p.
As we mentioned, there are many deterministic point (i.e., neuron) configurations such as minimizing
hyperspherical energy (i.e., Riesz s-energy) [42] (as s → ∞, the minimal s-energy points approach
the best separation), maximizing the determinant for polynomial interpolation [54], Fibonacci
points, spherical t-designs, minimizing covering radius (i.e., best covering problem), maximizing the
separation (i.e., best packing problem) and maximizing the s-polarization, etc. We note that randomly
initialized neurons are quite different from these deterministic neuron configurations and have unique
geometric properties.
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